Get To Know Taylor Swift

Use what you learned from *Let’s Meet Taylor* to answer the questions below.

1. The year Taylor Swift was born: ____________________
2. Taylor grew up on a ____________________ in Pennsylvania.
3. Taylor’s grandmother was an_________________.
4. When she was ten years old, Taylor won a _________________ contest.
5. Nashville, Tennessee is the home of__________________.
6. Lucky You is a song about a girl who dares to be ____________________.
7. Taylor’s favorite number is _________________.
8. Taylor’s fans are called _________________.
9. The names of Taylor’s three cats are ____________________,
   ____________________, and _____________________.
10. Some things Taylor likes to do at home are
    ____________________, ____________________, and _____________________.
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Answer Key

1. 1989
2. Christmas tree farm
3. opera singer
4. national poetry
5. country music
6. different
7. thirteen
8. Swifties
9. Meredith Grey, Olivia Benson, and Benjamin Button
10. cook, bake, and watch movies
Taylor Swift Concert Poster

Many Swifties make posters to hold up at Taylor Swift’s concerts. Using words and images, create your own Taylor Swift concert poster in the blank space below.
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